Imagine living a life where water can kill you? Unfortunately, this is normal for those living in Sierra Leone, a country in Western Africa. Where the entire population is frequently exposed to extreme natural disasters and more than half do not have access to clean water. As the issue became more and more prominent, Willamette International, a non-profit organization passionate about sustainability, Christianity, and well drilling, have completed over 94 water projects to benefit these struggling communities ("By Giving" and "Who We Are"). A decade-long civil war and an ebola outbreak has left the entire country in serious disrepair and as more and more people endure poverty and fear, this has become a matter of life and death for Sierra Leone's residents ("Sierra Leone"). Efforts toward more efficient stormwater management will alleviate these serious issues associated with poverty. Which has become a growing influence on food insecurity. These solutions include government regulation, encouragement, and the implementation of sustainable technology like rainwater harvesting systems. Other groups like the Freetown City Council are contributing to this effort by clearing drainages, gutters, and waterways, which is supported by the government but is not being implemented enough to put the country on the road to recovery (Sesay). The Union of Concerned Scientists explains that the government and people must work together and act now before it is too late. They have put forth efforts to push the government to contribute to this issue, which has proven to be beneficial. They have done so by providing facts to put this issue into perspective, as well as sharing different things that could be done. This solution has proven to be somewhat successful in the United States, so it could be in Sierra Leone as well ("Climate Solutions").

Sierra Leone's population as of 2020 was a little under 8 million, with about 43% of these people living in urban areas ("Sierra Leone"). The country has a humid, tropical climate with great amounts of rainfall leaving only about 1% of the land under cultivation as of 2005. This comes as a result of the area being particularly vulnerable to floods and other disastrous weather events and conditions. Despite this much rice is produced in this region, especially during the war years as it was a staple food given its successful growth in rainfed upland areas. Sierra Leone is widely known for its heavy rainfall, especially during the rainy season. This is from May to November when 10 times more rain falls than in the dry season. Yet, other foods like cassavas, sweet potatoes, and legumes are grown here as well, but they all have low yields and heavily degrade the land through the process of cultivation. This has contributed to the growing food insecurity for residents living in the country, 80% of whom are already living in “absolute poverty” ("Sierra Leone"). It is also important to know that the average farm size in Sierra Leone is 1.2 to 5 acres. Say the average was specifically 3 acres, which falls in the middle of this range, this would be roughly the same as 3 American football fields ("Sierra Leone"). In comparison to this the typical farm size in the United States is equivalent to about 444 football fields ("What Does" and "Farming and Farm").

Given that 85% of farmers grow rice in this country, it is an important part of the resident’s diet. Many people living in Sierra Leone mine for work, unfortunately, the dangerous job does not pay well. Currently, half of the population lives on less than $1.25 per day. In Freetown, the capital of Sierra Leone, one cup of rice typically costs about 1000 Egyptian Pounds, which in U.S. currency is about $64 (Wise and "Prices and Exchange"). This does not leave much or truly any room for families to spend money on other vital necessities. What’s even worse is that this is just for rice, for a nutritious and well-rounded meal at an inexpensive restaurant the price can be roughly $4.31 for only one person ("Cost of Living").
This price is more than three times what some people earn in a day. In Sierra Leone, the typical house is made of stick and mud walls with grass roofs, but these houses contribute to the growing number of families in “imminent danger of death” (“Sierra Leone- Housing”). It has been found that 1 in 5 people in Freetown sleep in a single room with 10 or more people ("Housing"). While sharing is an important part of the culture for residents in Sierra Leone, this can continue to be practiced through common dining customs. These customs include all members sitting in a circle and eating from the same large dish which lies in the middle of this circle ("Cuisine and Etiquette"). Organizations like Home Leone have been building quality low-cost homes with the help of members in the community of Freetown, also allowing them the opportunity to earn some money that is desperately needed (Home Leone). More efforts like these are needed both inside and out of Freetown to improve the quality of life for all Sierra Leone residents.

Ever since gaining independence from Britain in 1961, almost all residents have been living a life plagued with war and poverty ("Factors of President"). Fear is a normality in the lives of many innocent people in Sierra Leone as war threatens everyone, but most especially women and children. Almost 40% to 50% of kids, some as young as 7 years old, have been forced to become soldiers, human shields, and even sex slaves. This percentage has been growing as well. The story of a young student was shared in the New York Times to show just one of the many gruesome and traumatizing events that these residents are being put through. This fourth grader, at just 10 years old, was abducted by the Revolutionary United Front, put in front of children and people of all ages he knew, and was told, with a gun against his head, “Kill them. If you don’t I will kill you.” The people all now haunt him, both in his dreams and every second of the day. The scar from this event will be everlasting for this victim. Aminatta Forna, another victim of this war-torn country highlights more of the emotional truths of this country. In her family’s village alone, rebel forces invaded and raped every single woman in the area in a day. These two stories not only demonstrate the realities of war in this country but how the corruption within the military-ruled government has and continues to completely neglect the people of Sierra Leone ("Ancestor Stones:"). While poverty significantly contributes to food insecurity, the lack of appropriate government control also weighs heavily on the people of Sierra Leone.

Unfortunately, there are a great number of challenges from which these people need relief. As of 2019, only 2% of the population in Sierra Leone had access to clean and available water. This has put these people at high risk of numerous infections and diseases, most commonly Hepatitis A, Malaria, and Typhoid fever. All three are killers. In Freetown, Yebu Bare, a 12 year-old girl, slowly makes her way up a steep hill all to fill a 5-gallon cement bucket prone to spills due to deep cracks. Despite these troubles, the water collected is still too dirty to drink, forcing her family to buy water from the local shops with the little money they have. This struggle is a daily occurrence. Sometimes, Yebu has to fill the bucket 5 times to get enough water for her family ("The Daily"). However, the country has a rainy season of about 6 months a year. Nonetheless, the government claims to not have enough resources to sustainably “maintain and distribute clean water” ("Water in Crisis"). This proves to be rather ironic given that from 2012 to 2018 the government of Sierra Leone spent a total of 241,500,000 US dollars on military expenditures ("Sierra Leone"). With 53% of people living in poverty, this amount of money would allow every average impoverished family in Sierra Leone to receive a donation of a little over 340 US dollars ("Sierra Leone"). This is equivalent to 7,357 Egyptian pounds, which should be substantial for families. However, this money would only allow for a purchase of about 7.3 cups of rice. Imagine the things families can buy with this money to improve their quality of life if goods reflected values not so bloated by a poor economy.

Everyone needs water, along with food, shelter, and clothing. They are basic necessities. To solve many of the issues residents of Sierra Leone face, from food insecurity to water-related problems, rainwater harvesting can be a beneficial solution. While families need clean water, so do crops, but the copious
amount is posing a burden on the entire population of this country. Only about 2.2 pounds of rice need roughly 4,000 to 5,000 liters of clean water to be grown ("Rice does"). Envision how many times children and families like Yebu Bare’s must travel and carry to meet this substantial amount. Rainwater harvesting systems are an appropriate and perfectly fitting solution given the conditions of the country itself, the most important being their significant rainfall.

These systems work by collecting rainfall from roofs which run into a gutter, then into a drainage pipe that advances into a rainwater diverter. This is the first step in filtration, the diverter can be placed right into the pipe and filters out any large debri. Once the water makes its way into the collection tank it can be stored for later use or pumped right through the main filter for personal use. Any rainfall used for other purposes, like gardening, does not have to be through the second filter. These systems can be as simple as or complex as necessary. All around the world, people are putting together their own systems, using even garbage cans for storage tanks. Philip Clark from Heronbrook Farm, in the UK, collected over 44,900 gallons of rainwater for use on his farm (Heronbrook Farm).

In 2013 the Pernix Group began constructing similar systems on a large scale, which proved to be extremely efficient. Despite these successes, the group has not made any updates since 2015. The last news being that the project in Sierra Leone had been awarded a 10.8 million dollar contract by the United States Department of State Bureau of OBO. Meaning that the initiative is now under United States authority and any information is disclosed, which has been confirmed by the group itself (Pernix Group, Inc.). These systems however, in comparison to other basic infrastructure improvements, can be relatively inexpensive. On top of that this practice reduces water waste through the form of runoff which developments like a highway or road system can ultimately hinder. Meaning that the government in Sierra Leone, does not necessarily have to reach out to other countries for loans and other means of money to pay for the project like they did with the Pernix group. Thus, the project can be monitored closely in one area before being implemented into another to potentially make improvements in between. Transparency International encourages open governance stating that it enables an environment for citizen participation ("OPEN GOVERNANCE"). The residents have little control over many aspects of life so much so that they should be the stakeholders and forefront of positive change. This project could be obstructed without government aid, but without the support of the people it would be impossible.

It would also be in Sierra Leone’s best interest to further these efforts and take advantage of the over 19 inches of rain per month in the typical rainy season, to make it through the dry season and any droughts ("U.S. EMBASSY"). Given numerous factors the use of these systems in Sierra Leone prove to not only be successful but sustainable. While these systems for a single-family home typically cost anywhere from 1,000 to 3,000 US dollars, which with support from the figures the government has already spent on war costs, would not be a hefty bill (Caballero). In addition to that, the 2020 through 2024 Sierra Leone Budget Report from the Ministry of Finance reports that the poverty related expenditure budget is roughly 2.1 million dollars. Despite this amount, the government still claims it is not enough for new projects. A solution to this problem could be found within the existing COVID Response financial plan of $34,000. With Covid-19 on a decline in Sierra Leone, with new case reports decreasing from an all time high of 1,428 to 9, money could be taken from this budget and used to fund the rainwater harvesting systems ("World Countries-"). The implementation of this project could also provide relief on a few of other money spending categories covered by the Government of Sierra Leone in their budget plan, such as energy subsidies ("Budget Execution").

The Constitution of the Republic of Sierra Leone states in its basic principles that their “primary purpose and responsibility” will be to protect and maintain “the security, peace, and welfare of the people” ("FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES"). So why aren’t these promises being upheld? The time for change begins today so that Sierra Leoneans can have a better tomorrow. This simple solution can give people like Yebu Bare and Aminatta Forna a chance to flourish and prosper.
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